Youth violence is a problem all over the world and many kids now a day can think of an example at the top of their heads. You couldn’t find a child that’s never witnessed a fight or bulling in there life. It’s worse when it affects lives. Youth violence has affected my life in many ways as well. One place youth violence has affected my life is at school. Some things that are effects of this are stopping class learning, interrupting lunch, taking away free time or relax time, and stopping my bus and causing me to get home late. Stopping class learning will affect student learning and causing the class to be behind in what they are learning. Interrupting lunch may stop you from finishing lunch and you will not have the energy you need for the day. Stopping relax time or putting it to a halt may cause students to be fidgety because they did get a chance to release a little energy because of one individual or a group of individuals. Lastly stopping the bus and causing me to get home late, but it wasn’t just me it was every over child on my full bus. Some kids got home so late they couldn’t finish there home work, they got yelled at by there parents for getting home late. The bus driver got yelled at for stopping. Also these were elementary students on my bus so they were between K1 and 8th grade. There were kids scared and yelling, calling there parents saying they love them like in movies as if they were going to die. It seems dramatic but it was legit and was obnoxiously annoying but luckily this never happened again.

Some of the things that can be done to stop youth violence are important to remember. Some include choosing your friends carefully, be a leader and just ignore that person if they are using “fighting words”. If bystander you can break it up, tell an adult if you hear about any fights going on or witness any bulling, or even talk the people down. Modern people now a day will witness bullying and just ignore the victim’s pain and suffering. Youth violent has gotten so common that it has changed from being private and hidden to being public.

The causes of youth violent are more horrific. Some causes of youth violent can accrue from in the own home. The family can causes youth violent. Abusive parents can cause a child to be angered and bully children. Being bullied by other siblings can also cause this. Other causes include bad influence, race, specific clothing, money, gossip, and even knowing or having any relates to some one. People get killed, and bullied every day from just knowing a person or having relates to a person that another doesn’t like for any reason.